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Abstract. We construct a new minimal dilation of a dynamical system
governed by a Bloch equation. In contrast to a dilation of the same dynamical
system recently obtained by Varilly [13] our dilation satisfies a Markov
property. This presents the first example of a Markov dilation for a non-
commutative dynamical system which is not equivalent to a quasifree evolu-
tion. Furthermore the dilation turns out to be a generalized K-system.

1. Introduction

In the operator algebraic framework of quantum statistical mechanics we define a
(continuous) dynamical system by a triple (501, ψ, τ), where 9JI is a VΓ*-algebra, ψ is a
faithful normal state on 50i, and τ is a (pointwise weak* continuous) repre-
sentation of the semigroup N (respectively 1R+) as completely positive identity
preserving operators on SDΐ leaving φ invariant. In particular, if these operators are
^-automorphisms, (501, ψ, τ) will be called a conservative dynamical system.

Given a dynamical system (50l,ι/>,τ)5 various reasons raise the problem of
constructing a conservative dynamical system (501, φ,τ) containing it in the
following sense. There is an injective ^representation i: 501-> 501 and a projection E
of norm one of 50Ϊ onto z(50i) such that the diagram
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commutes for all rceN0. Then ($1, ψ, τ i, E) is said to be a dilation of (9JI, φ, τ). The

dilation is called minimal if \/ τfc(z(9Jϊ)) = 9Jt [here and henceforth for any family
keZ I

(9lk)keJK of P7*-subalgebras of a ϊ/F*-algebra ?l we denote by V 9ϊk the
fceK

FΓ*-subalgebra of 91 generated by the (9tk)k6 J. With each subset / of Z we

canonically associate the faithful normal conditional expectation EΣ of 9JΪ onto
V τfc(i(9Jl)) respecting ψ. For finite / = {/en,..., fe1} we also write £kn kι instead of
fce/

Ej. Note that Ek = τk°E°τ~k for feeZ.
The dilation (9Jt, φ, τ i, E) is said to have the Markov property (M) if for any

finitely many fe > k1 >... > kn in Z

£kn....ifcl(τfc(x)) = JEkl(τk(x)) for all χei(2R). (M)

Then (9K, ψ, τ z, E) is also called a Markov dilation. We remark that the Markov
property (M) implies a non-commutative Feynman-Kac formula as in [4, p. 84].
In the commutative theory of dilations it is known (see e.g. [7]) that a Markov
property is indispensible if one wants to establish relations between the mixing
properties of a dissipative dynamical system and those of its minimal dilation.

In the following we will be concerned with a mixing property of a dilation
which is defined as a natural FF*-algebraic analogue of the classical notion of a
K-system [10].

Let (9JI, t/>, τ) be a conservative dynamical system. If there is an expanding
subalgebra 50ίl> of 9JI satisfying the following four conditions

(Kl) an>gτ"(9K>) foral l weN,

(K2) \/τ

n(W>) = W,
πeM

(K3) Πτ""(aR>)-(Ci,
πeN

(K4) there is a faithful normal conditional expectation of SOΪ onto 501>

respecting ψ,
then (9Jl,t/;,τ;9Jl>) is called a generalized K-system (cf. [2]). In addition, a
generalized K-system (9K,φ,τ;9M>) is called weakly reversible [2], if
V τ~"(S(R>c) = 9Jί. (Here and henceforth for any FF*-subalgebra 91 of a W*-algebra
«e IN

9JI we denote by 9ΐc the relative commutant of 9ΐ in 5CR, i.e. 9ίc: = {ae SCR : αb = ba for
all i>e9ΐ}.) All generalized K-systems known so far [2, 4] are weakly reversible.

The purpose of the present article is to discuss the concepts introduced above
for the class of those dynamical systems which arise as solutions of a standard
Bloch equation for a ^-spin [5].

To describe these dissipative dynamical systems let us denote by 91 the

PF*-algebra of all 2x2 matrices. Putting a: = l e9ί the set {ί,α,α*,α*α}

forms a basis of 91. On 91 we consider a fixed faithful non-tracial state φ given by
φ(α) = 0, φ(a*a) = η for a certain 0<η<ί. Emch and Varilly [5] have shown that
for a continuous dynamical system (91, φ, etL) with η Φ \ to admit a dilation it is
necessary that the generator L satisfies the following Bloch equations:

L(α*α - ηί) = - μ(a*a - ηt), (B)
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where ω, /I, μ are any real numbers satisfying Q^μ^2λ. Integrating (B) yields the
Bloch evolution

The Eqs. (B) are easily seen to be so-called standard Bloch equations. Therefore
the Bloch evolution may be interpreted as describing the relaxation of a spin-j-
particle at finite temperature in a magnetic field. For details and the resulting
physical interpretation of the constants η,ω,λ,μ we refer to [5].

In the following we restrict our consideration to the semigroup generated by
y : = eL. Clearly, as far as ergodic theory is concerned, this does not make an
essential difference. Especially it is obvious that yn(x)-*φ(x) t for all xe2I as
n->oo, i.e. γ is strongly mixing.

For constructing dilations for (9ί, φ, y) it seems convenient to decompose y as a
product y = y± y2 of completely positive identity preserving operators y 1 ? y 2 on 91,
each leaving φ invariant, namely: y1 is given by

and y2 by

γ2(a) = e-(λ-μl2 + iω)a, y2(a*a) = a*a.

71 will be called the quasifree part of y (cf. 2.1).
While a Markov dilation of the quasifree part was known for some time ([6]),

Varilly [13] has found a minimal dilation for the whole dynamical system (91, φ, y).
It is remarkable that this dilation does not inherit any ergodicity from (91, φ, y).
However, as it also violates the Markov property (M) (see Sect. 2), Varilly's result
should not be regarded as a final answer to the question raised by Emch [3]
whether mixing properties of a dissipative dynamical system are always inherited
by a minimal dilation.

In Sect. 2 we review the well known quasifree dilation in a discrete form and
show that it leads to a generalized K-system which is not weakly reversible. For a
discrete version of Varilly's dilation we demonstrate in Sect. 3 that the Markov
property (M) fails. A new minimal dilation of (91, φ, y) which does satisfy the
Markov property (M) is constructed in Sect. 4. It presents the first example of a
Markov dilation for a non-commutative dynamical system which is not equivalent
to a quasifree evolution. Furthermore the dilation satisfies the axioms of a
generalized X-system.

2. The Quasifree Dilation and its Mixing Properties

If we regard 9ί in the canonical way as the CAR algebra over the one-dimensional
Hubert space (C, then φ appears as the quasifree state corresponding to
τ?e]0? 1[£1R, and γl appears as the quasifree completely positive operator induced
via φ by the contraction

T:(Γ^<C,zh+<$ z with δ: = e~μ/2 (see [6]).
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To construct a minimal Sz.-Nagy dilation of T, put 3tf : = L2([0, 2π]) with
Lebesgue measure on [0, 2π] and

1/2

Then /! is a positive bounded function in L2([0, 2π]). If we define a unitary
operator U on the Hubert space ffl by

(Ug)(x) = eίxg(x) for 0eL2([0,2π]), xe[0,2π],

then U satisfies <!/"/! |/1> = <ί/Λl|/1

2> = TIIl for neN, and we have obtained a
minimal Sz.-Nagy dilation of T ([12]).

Now the quasifree dilation scheme of [6] can be applied to (21, φ,}^):
Let ,4(̂ f ) be the CAR algebra over &F and denote by ιp1 the gauge invariant

quasifree state on A(^f) determined by ψί(a*(f)a(g)) = η ( g \ f y for f,geJΊf. Define
(£ as the weak closure of Apf ) in the GNS-representation with respect to ψr Then
(£ is the hyperfinite factor of type IΠ^^ (respectively Π1? lll(1_η}/η) if 0<η<^
(respectively η = ̂ 9 \ <η<i\ The state ψ1 extends to a faithful normal state on (£
denoted by ψί9 too. A quasifree automorphism α1 on G^ is determined uniquely by
αι M0)) : = 0(^0) for #e Jf . For the required injection take iί : 2I->(£, a^>a(fl) and
for the corresponding projection the uniquely determined normal conditional
expectation R from (£ onto ^(21) respecting -φr

Then (Kjip^α! ;ί 1 ? jR) is a minimal Markov dilation of (2I,φ,y1).
An analysis of the mixing properties of quasifree dilations over the CAR seems

not to be available in the literature. For quasifree dilations over- the CCR an
ergodic theory can be found in [4]. There on p. 83 the authors remark that the
corresponding theory for Fermi systems can be obtained in an analogous way -
"with the proviso that one works with the observable-algebra rather than the field-
algebra." In the proof of the following theorem we develop a method which applies
to quasifree dilations over the full CAR algebra, i.e. the field algebra. For a
systematic account we refer to [11].

Theorem. With the expanding subalgebra (£> := V α~" z'1(2I) (d,φ1,α1 ;^
>) is a

we IN

generalized K-system.

Proof. While properties (Kl), (K2), and (K4) are easily checked, for (K3) we
employ some ideas of the theory of quasilocal algebras (cf. [1], in particular
Theorem 2.6.5). For /ceZ let jf(- oo,fc) be the closed linear hull of {U"^ :nεZ,
n<k} in Jf, and J f (fc, + oo) its orthogonal complement in 3tf. Then
g;(-oo?/c): = αfe

1(G:>) is the J¥*-subalgebra of £ generated by {a(f):
feJ(f(-ao9k)}QA(J^). Correspondingly let <£(fc, + oo) be the FP^-subalgebra of
(E generated by (a(g) : ge^(k, + oo)}ζA(^f) and put

(£(m, rc) : = (£(— oo,n)n(£(m, + oo) for m,

Subalgebras corresponding this way to disjoint subsets of TL satisfy special
commutation relations arising from the CAR. These commutation relations may
be expressed by means of the automorphism ε of (£ defined by ε(a(f)) = — a(f) for
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For any ze (£ put ze : = \ (z + ε(z)) and z° : = |(z — ε(z)), and for any subset 93 of £
define 95e:= {ze® :z = ze} and 93° := {ze93 :z = z°}. Now, if -oo^m^n^k
£Ξ I ^ + oo, we have

yz = zy for all

yz=-zy forall j;E(£(m,rc)0, ze^/c, /)'. (**)

Given a self-adjoint xe (°)(£(-oo, -n), ||x|| = l, we want to conclude from (**)

thatx° = 0.
Observe that for any neN, (J (£( — fc, - n) is an ultrastrongly dense

k>n

*-subalgebra of (£(— oo, — n). Hence by Kaplansky's density theorem we can
choose a sequence of self-adjoint xπe(E, H x j r g l , which converges to x ultra-
strongly and in addition satisfies the following property: For each neN there is
a kn>n such that xne(£( — kn, —n). Then by the continuity of ε: \imx° = x° ultra-

strongly. Since multiplication is jointly ultrastrongly continuous on the unit ball
of (£, we conclude (x°)2 =limlimx°x° Now for πeIN we have kn>n such that

n m

x°ed( — fcπ, — n)°, and so for any m>kn we get x^x^ = —x°mx°n by property (**).
Therefore

= -limx°x°

which implies x° = Q. This means P| G(- oo, —m)= P| G(- oo, -n)e.
meN meN

Now property (*) gives (£(— oo, — n)e£G(— n, + oo)c for all neN. Since

( — n, +oo)c is the center of (£ and £ is a factor, we have proved

fj G( - oo, - n) g Cl which is property (K 3). Π
n

Generalized K-systems built over the CAR algebra like ((£, \pv α1 (£>) seem to
be the first examples of generalized ^-systems which are not weakly reversible.

Proposition. (G,φ1,α1 ;£
>) 15 noί weakly reversible.

Proof. Suppose to the contrary that (Jα^"((£>c) is ultrastrongly dense in (£.
n

Define p(x): = tp1(x*x)1/2 and [x15x2] i = x1x2 — ̂ i^i f°r a^ λ;5x15^2e^ anc^ Pu^
y' = a(f\}~ h(a\ We want to estimate p§_&^n(y\y]\ As on bounded sets the
ultrastrong topology coincides with the topology generated by p, for η = φ(α*α) > 0
there is an ε>0 such that for any xe(£, ||χ|| ^2, p(x)<ε implies both p(x)<η/2 and
p(xy)<η/2. Now by Kaplansky's density theorem choose meN and zeαj~m((£>c),
||z|| ^1, such that p(y — z)<ε. This allows the estimate:

for n>m because then [α~ "(y), z] = 0 .
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Since p(tf\(y — z)) = p(y — z)<ε and \\y — z| |^2 we obtain p([_u~n(y\y~])<η.
However, this contradicts

e~μ'n)ίl2-^2η for n-^oo. Π

3. Varilly's Dilation and the Violation of the Markov Property

On the basis of the quasifree dilation Varilly [13] has proposed a minimal dilation
of the whole dynamical system (91, φ, γ). In a discrete version it takes the following
form:

Define ρ: = e~(λ~μ/2} and f2eLl(\Q,2π\) by

for χe[0,2π].J 2 V 2π l-2ρ

2π

Then ψ2(g):= f g(x)f2(x)dx for 0eL°°([0,2π]) defines a faithful normal state tp2

o
on L°°([0,2π]). Now put <3l: = £®Lco([_Q,2π']), $: = t^®!/^, define an automor-
phism y of 51 by γ(a(f)®g): = a(Uf)®Ug for /eJf, 0eZ,°°([0,2π]), an embedding
7 : 9I-»$R by 7(0) : = ̂ /J®!, and finally a faithful normal conditional expectation P
of 91 onto 7(91) by P(x®g): = ψ2(g)R(x)®'ί for

Theorem (Varilly [13]). (9l,ψ,γ'J9P) is a minimal dilation of (9I,φ,y).

However, as pointed out by Varilly [13], this dilation does not show any
mixing properties in spite of the strong mixing of (91, φ, y). In fact, the center
ί(x)L00([0,2π]) of 91 is pointwise fixed under the automorphism γ.

As already remarked in Sect. 1 we can hope for a relation between the mixing
properties of (91, φ, y) and those of its minimal dilation only, if a Markov property
holds.

Lemma. The Varilly dilation ( 9 l 9 ψ 9 y ' J 9 P ) does not possess the Markov property
(M).

Proof. We show that P1(y2(j(a)))^Pθ!l(y2(j(a))) for a= I 1 By the dilation

property we obtain

On the other hand, by the anti-commutation relations,

j(a)* y(j(a)) + fl/M/(α)* = e

and therefore

Furthermore (α([7/1)®C7)-(l(8)[7*) = α(l//1)(8)leP0>1(9l). Hence Po.i^H^o.
®L°°([p, 2π]), where (£0>1 is the subalgebra of (£ generated by a(f1) and a(U f^)
Since P0>1((£®l) = G;0 f l<8)ll, we obtain
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where the last but one equation follows from the Markov property of
(e,V>19 o^ ^Λ). D

4. A New Dilation of the Bloch Evolution

In this paragraph we first elaborate the general scheme of [8] for constructing a
Markov dilation of the dynamical system (91, φ, γ2). In the next step we combine it
in an appropriate manner with the dilation of (9Ϊ, φ.y^) described in Sect. 2. This
gives us a new minimal conservative dilation for the dynamical system (91, φ, y)
which satisfies both the Markov property (M) and the axioms of a generalized
K-system.

Let (7,5) be the measure space with 7:= {0,1}, θ({0}) = £({!}) = 1/2,
(X, v) : = (7, 5)z * with Z* : = Z\{0}. An element ξεX may be identified with a (0, 1}-
valued function ξ(n) on TL*. Put 33 : = L°°pf, v) and denote by φ2 the faithful normal
state on 33 given by φ2(f):= J f ( ξ ) d v . We define e0 and ^633 as the functions

x

i if «D=o ίi if
O if ^1) = !' ί(ς)' \0 if

Then ^0 and eί are projections with e0 + e1 =1, ^2(
βo) = <592(eι)== V2.

-(λ-^
For ρ : = e \ 2y, we define the unitaries

in 91. Then K: = t;0®^0 + ί;1®β1 is a unitary element in 91® 33. Furthermore we
note that for xe9I \ (v$xv0 + v*xv1) = y2(x). The right shift

ι-j> ; ;:;
is a measure preserving transformation on (X, v) which induces a *-automorphism
σ on S. Now we get the ^-automorphisms σ: = Id®σ on 9I®33 and

α2 : 9ί® 33^91(8)33, χπ>F* - σ(x) V.

Finally we put

/ 2 : 91 -» 91(8)33,

Q: 91 ® 33
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Proposition. (21(8)95, φ®φ2, a2 z2, β) is α minimal dilation of the dynamical system
(21, 72, φ) αrcd satisfies the Markov property (M).

Before beginning with the proof we fix some more notation: If IgΈ*,

if ξ(ί) = η(ί) for all iεl}

is a subalgebra of 23 which is canonically isomorphic to L°°(( Y, θ)J). Denote by βj
the conditional expectation from 21093 onto 21(8)95, respecting φ®φ2, and
observe that 6/(2I(g)93)2Q/u{0}(2i(8)»), where β/u{0} is defined as in Sect. 1.

Proof. Forxe2I: φ(x} — φ(υ% x υ^ = φ(v* x υ l ) , hence α2 leaves φ®φ2 invariant.
Next we get for xe2l and for all / = {-/c, ..., - 1}S -N:

H -I- 7?* Y 7? (X)-•"• i^^i Λ Ui^y 2

which implies the Markov property (M) for our dilation.

By noting that 6 = 6-^. ..β1 2 ^iίneN) and & k(σm(F*) y
= σm(F*) β l s ίfc(j;) σm(F)(/c-l^m^O,};e2l(x)93), we obtain

) ... σ2(F)-σ(F) V\

f2[σ2(K*) ... β l ί...,n_1[σ"-1(F*.

σ2(F)] σ(F)] F]

which proves the dilation property with the aid of the Markov property (M)
proved above.

It remains to show minimality: One easily checks that /2(2Ϊ) v α2(ΐ2(2ϊ))
= 2ί®95r Furthermore
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v α2

2(/2(2I)) = α2[i2(«I) v a2(»2(9I))]

and by

we see that

i2(2ϊ) v <x2(»2(9l)) v α2(i2(SO) = SI®93lf 2 .

Continuing this procedure yields

which proves minimality. Π

Now we are in a position to define the announced conservative dilation for the
dissipative dynamical system (21, φ, y). For geJ^ denote by 2%) the subalgebra of
ε generated by a(g) and if ||#||=1, denote by πg the uniquely determined

/O 0\
*-isomorphism of 2ϊ into (£ such that π J2l) = 2%) and π (α) = π = 0(0)

\1 w
Note that α1(π^(x)) = πl/^(Λ:) for xe2l. On 2ί: = G®S we now define a
^-automorphism ά by

where (σ^1)^^ denotes the modular automorphism group on (£ corresponding
to φ1? and ί0, ̂  satisfy

For xe2ί, fteS this definition yields

Furthermore we define a faithful normal state φ\~φl®\p2 on 21, an injection

i:2l->2Ϊ, xi-^πy^x)®!, and a conditional expectation P:2ί^f(2ί), χ®Λ

Theorem. (21, φ, ά /, P) is a minimal dilation of the dynamical system (2ί, φ, y).

For IQZ we denote by 2ΪJ (respectively (£7) the FT*-subalgebra Pj(2ί) of 21
[respectively J^χe) of (£].

-(λ- ίί-)
Proof. First we show minimality. For r: = ρ + z|/l — ρ2, ρ = ̂  2 , and r the
complex conjugate of r, we define W: = re0-\-re1E^B1. The unitary σn~ί(W)
generates 23M (n^l). An easy computation shows that
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n-l

1 = 0

For its anti-commutator with i(α)* one obtains

For n = l it follows that i(χ)^B1 g9l0 r If we assume that i(g)S1

n-2

implies

Hence α(ΐ(α)) 1® Π σ'H^7)* =β~ίkωα(t/k/1)®ll with 0^/c^n is an element of

M0 n, too. We conclude that 2Io,...,n = G;o,...,n®®ι, ...,«» (w^l) Combined with
2J0 _ n = (£0 _Π®S1 _„, (^^1), which can be obtained analogously, mini-
mality is proved.

It remains to exhibit the dilation property : We identify 91® 93 with 7^(21)® 93,
and get for any xe2I,

Theorem, a) 77ιe minimal dilation (21, φ, ά i, P) satisfies the Markov property (M).

b) With the expanding subalgebra 21 > : = \/ ά~" i(2I) (21, φ, α 2Ϊ>) is α gfβner-
neN

alized K-system, which is not weakly reversible.
The restriction to the center, (i(g)93, φfi(x)93, α^i®®), is isomorphic to the

( ,̂ )̂- Bernoulli system.

Proof, a) This follows in the same way as the dilation property of this system using
the facts that the dilations ((£, ιpv Oί1 i1? #) and (21® 93, φ®φ2, α2 z*2, Q) both have
the Markov property and that furthermore
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b) We want to show f) &~n(3l>) = <Ct. Since for n^l we have

ί = l

it follows that

and furthermore

neN

because ((£, ψί,oιl ;d>) is a generalized X-system.
The restriction of α to the center ί®25 induces the automorphism Id(x)σ.

Obviously (95, v, σ) is isomorphic to the (̂ , |)-Bernoulli system.
From the theory of Bernoulli shifts [10] it is known that S^^ _ X ] is an

expanding subalgebra for the system (93, v, σ). So we finally obtain

ι
neN πeN

To show that (21, φ, α 2ί >) is not weakly reversible we argue in the same way as for
(G,V?1,α1;(£>). Put q(x): = φ(x*x)1/2 for all jce2I and define y: = a(fj®t = i(ά).
Then one computes for rc^l, ^([ά~"(y),y]) = 2/7(l — β~μ'n)1/2, while weak re-
versibility would imply ^([ά~"(j;),j;])-> 0 for n^ co. Π

The investigation of dilations of the Bloch evolution will be carried on in a
subsequent paper [9].
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